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Virus structure puzzle solved

Unanticipated switching mechanisms in the

self-assembly of the protein coat of simian virus 40

have been revealed by its atomic resolution structure.

Another milestone in the history of X-ray crystallogra

phy has been attained by Harrison and colleagues [l]

with their determination of the molecular .structure of the

protein coai of simian virus 40 (SV40), a DNA-contain-

ing, tumor-inducing polyomavirus. At 500A diameter, the

SV40 protein coat is the largest and most complex virus

capsid yet analyzed in atomic detail (for a graphic com

parison of this structure with that of ten smaller capsids,

see [2]). The SV40 capsid model, produced in the same

laboratory mat originated atomic resolution analysis of an

icosahedral virus crystal staicture [3], solves the puzzle

of how the penlameric building blocks of this protein

coat lit together in hexagonal as well as pentagonal slots.

The packing puy.zle was posed a decade ago by the low

resolution electron density map of murine polyomavirus

[4],which revealed that the 72 capsomeres, located at the

five and six coordinated positions of the icosahedral sur

face lattice designated T = 7d, are all pentamers in con

tradiction to the 12-pentamer plus 60-hexamer structure

predicted by the "quasi-equivalence' theory [5]. Quasi-

equivalence was invoked to explain how essential bond

ing specificity7 could be conserved in the construction

of icosahedral virus capsids from certain multiples of 60

identical, but moderately adjustable, protein subunits.

In the polyomavims capsid, which is built from 360

copies of the VP1 protein, the six molecules in the icosa

hedral asymmetric unit (five from a hexavalcnt pentamer

and one from a pentavalent pentamer) make three dis

tinctly non-equivalent types of interpentamcr contacts.

Regarding the peniamers as five-pointed figures, as shown

in Fig. 1, these three types of contacts involve three

quasi-equivaienily related tips being brought together,

two quasi-equivalent tips together, and two equivalent

tips overlapped. When this puzzling packing was first rec

ognized [4], it raised the question — how is the bonding

specificity' of the VP1 molecule switched to fit into the

symmetrically distinct environments? The atomic model

of the capsid structure [ I ] gives the surprising answer

that the bonding specificity is highly conserved in critical

contacts made by the very adaptable C-terminal arms of

VT1 that tie the pentamers together (Fig. 2).

The Richardson diagram of the SV40 VP1 subunit in Fig.

3, together with the schematic illustration of the intercon

nected pentamers in Fig. 2, epitomizes the answer to the

assembly puzzle found by Harrison and colleagues. The

361 amino acid polypeptide chain of an assembled VP1

molecule naturally divides into the three tertiary struc

ture domains color-coded in Fig, 3: a 42-residue N-ter-

minal segment, colored green; a 253-residue p-sandwich

of amiparalfel blue and red strands connected by violet

loops; and a 66-residue yellow-colored C-terminal tenta

cle. As indicated in Fig. 2, the C-terminal tentacles make

the three different types of connections among the pen

tamers, Variability in the packing geometry7 is accommo

dated by the flexibility of the tentacle as it emerges from

a donor pentamer and heads toward a 'mate1 to make

the invariant connection. Deletion of the C-terminal ten

tacle by site directed mutation [6] does not affect for

mation of stable pentamers, but abolishes their ability to

self-associate.

The blue and red strands of the VP1 P-sandwich are la

beled B- through I in Fig. 3, following the convention

for identifying the corresponding strands in the capsid

proteins of RNA viruses. But the overall molecular shape

of the subunit in SV40 is quite different from that in die

RNA viruses. Formation of the VP1 pentamer involves in

timate interlocking of secondary structural elements of

the p-sandwich. which accounts for the exceptional sta

bility of the pentamer core. This interlocking also in

dicates that folding of the P-sandwich domain may be

coupled with its. association into pentamers. However,

the invariant pentamer core structure provides no obvi-

Fig. 1. The polyomavirus pentamer pack

ing puzzk?. A complete capsid is com

posed of 72 VP1 pentamers, repre

sented by the five-peLaled figures, ar

ranged with 12 at the pentavalent (grey)

and 60 ai the hexavalent (while) posi

tions of a T = 7d icosahedra! surface lat

tice. The curious packing of a hexava-

tent pentamer, shown in more detail on

the right (with subunits color coded as

in Fig. 2], involves three types of con

tacts at the tips, labeled a, h and c

with primes distinguishing quasi-equiv

alent relations. (Adapted from [81.)
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Fig. 2.lhe solution to the pentamer packing puzzle. I'he adaptable C-terminal tentacle is schematically represented by a helical segment

that bundles and a kinked segment that is clamped by the host subunit. Disordered segments are market! by broken lines. Arrows mark
the origin of each tentacle. An isolated pentamer in the nexavalent configuration is shown on the left On the right, it is shown in situ,

with all the tentacles clamped in position. Suhunit labeling corresponds to the contact relationships in Fig. 1; color coding is the same

as in Fig. 1. Pentagon, triangle and dyad shapes indicate the 5-, 3- and 2-fold axes, respectively. (Adapted from [1],)

ous clue regarding the movements leading to its forma

tion. In contrast, the variability of the interconnecting C-

terminal tentacles suggests how they might move during

the self-assembly process.

Conserved connections and variable lineages in the VP1

tentacle, consisting of residues 296-361, have been iden

tified from comparison of the six symmetrically distinct

conligtirations in the capsid structure [l]. Residues 315-

344 interact identically with the receptor site in each of

the six mates. Mapping the position of bound gadolinium

(Gd3+) in four of the mates has located a Ca2 4 binding

site. In five of the tentacles, residues 302-314 form the C

a-helical segment which bundles together in clusters of

three and two. And in three of the tentacles, the termi

nal residues 346-361 form a hairpin loop that fills cavities

in the surface lattice. Segments not seen in the maps of

some tentacles are disordered in the crystal structure.

The invariant binding of residues 315-344, which clamps

the inserted]' segment between the acceptor A and B

segments of the host to complete the extended p-sheet

(Fig. 3), recalls the classical paradigm for biological speci

ficity of a key fitting into a lock. But before inserting itself,

the key (residues 315-344) would be flaccid and the lock

incomplete. Thus, this specific fitting together involves

protein folding to stiffen the key and clamp the* lock.

The role of Ca2"1" binding in the mating interaction is

to overcome electrostatic repulsion among apposed car-

boxylate ions in the assembled structure. Self-assembly

of VIM pentamers can, however, be driven In vitro with

out calcium, either by raising the monovalent cation con

centration or by reducing the pi I to shield or neutralize

the carboxyl charges, respectively [7,8]. In the infected

cell, these carboxylate interactions can serve as a nega

tive control mechanism, to inhibit the association of pen-

tamers until they migrate from their cytoplasmic origin to

their destination in the cell nucleus [9].

Tying together of VP1 molecules by their tentacles in

groups of three, which appears to be common to all

polymorphic assemblies of peniamers, may be initiated

by bundling of three transiently stable C a-helices. Or

the bundling may be triggered by the cyclic clamping of

the inserted J segments in the host p-sheets, Because of

the built-in curvature that is characteristic of the 72-pen-

tamer capsid structure, trimer interactions cannot be con

tinued beyond a five-around-one pentamer packing ar

rangement. Further assembly in the T~7d surface lattice

requires the use of dirner connections.

The folding events that occur as tentacles touch their

mates may follow a 'trial and error' sequence of bundling

and clamping to form the trimer and dimer connec

tions. By vaiyiiig the environmental conditions in vitro,

a wide variety of polymorphic assemblies has been pro

duced [8], ranging from tiny 12-pentamer icosahedra

to extended planar arrays. The 'tilts' between pentamer

axes range from 63° to 0° and evidently involve stretch

ing or compression of the tentacle connections under

the different conditions. Expression of polyomavirus VP1

molecules in insect cells, without other viral components,

leads to efficient self-assembly of empty 72-pentamer cap-

sids in the nucleus |9], which implies that the 25° pack

ing angle between neighbouring pentamers is sterically

self-selected under physiological conditions.

Packing of the disordered minichromosome core of the

virion, inside the regularly ordered VP1 capsid, appears to

be directed by the minor proteins VP2 and VP3. (VP3 is

identical to the C-terminal two thirds of VP2). A segment

of a minor protein can be seen plugging the top of the

axial pentamer cavity in the high resolution SV40 density
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Fig. 3. Richardson diagram of an SV40 VP1 protein subunit. A

C-terminal (yellow) tentacle (aC'-J'l emerging from a neighbor

ing donor pentamer inserts invariantly into the extended p-sheet

clamp of the host subunil, whose own C-terminal tentacle is par

tially shown. The dot indicates a regulatory Ca2~ -binding site.

The N-terminal (green) arm of one subunit extends under its

clockwise companion in the same penlamer. (Drawing courtesy

of S.C. Harrison, reproduced with permission from [II.]

map [l] and, ai a lower resolution, the irregular connec

tion of this molecule to the nucleo-hislone core is evi

dent in murine polyomavirus [10]. Although 72 VP1 pen

tamers have the capacity to self-assemble in the T = 7d

icosahedral capsid, formation of a complete virion, in

volves mediation by 72 minor protein molecules.

Protein folding and subunil association are necessar

ily coordinated in the construction of the SV4Q capsid

structure [l]. Intertwined protein strands, which must

have folded during assembly, are characteristic of the

many highly ordered icosahedral virus capsid structures

that have been solved by atomic resolution X-ray crys
tallography [11], Flailing of the VP1 tentacles in solu

tion can account for the very large hydrodynamic diame

ter measured by sedimentation of isolated polyomavirus

pentamers [7], In the infected cell molecular chaper-

ones may impede improper tentacle contacts and facil

itate productive association with the minor proteins and

viral minichromosome. A Striking aspect of the specificity

of the VP1 protein attachments is the flexibility of the

tentacle and the openness of the receptor, which allows

identical tight connections to be made in very different

packing arrangements. These adaptable interactions ex

emplify what appears to be a general aspect of die self-

control of self-assembly [12]; rather than a preformed

key inserting into an attendant lock, the turning on of

specific protein associations may be realized by the auto-

catalytic process of molding the key and lock together.

In the cytoplasm, or isolated in vitro, an individual SV40

pentamer will behave like an animate creature (dubbed

a 'pentopus1), erratically tlexing its donor organ near the

end of each tentacle and grasping with its acceptor organ

near die base of each face of its live-sided head. If swarm

ing pentopi could be seen, their chaotic movements in

search of each other might seem a mad pursuit. When

guided to a conducive environment in the Infected cell

nucleus, the. mutual attractions of 72 VP1 pentamers in

exorably lead to their intricate frozen embrace: either to

form a vacant vessel by themselves or, conjointly with

the minor protein go-betweens, to envelop the irregu

larly compacted viral minichromosome in the precisely-

fashioned protein coat — now so graphically visualized

by Harrison and colleagues [1]. Contemplating the bold

truths expressed by the still image of that fair shape —

a crystalline fosterling of slow time — we can say with

Keats from his Ode on a Grecian Urn:

"Thou, silent form, dost teci.se us out of thought

As doth eternity: Cold Pastoral!"
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